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A graph is said to be decomposable intc hamiltonian cycles if !ts edge set can be partltioned 
into hamiltonian cyck$. We show that :he Cartesian product of any three cycles can he 
decomposed into three hamilt~~nian cycles, thus settling a conjecture by Kotzig. We also show 
that, more generally, the Cartesian product of 2”3’ graphs, each decomposable into MI 
hamiltonian cycies, czn be decomposed into 2”3%1 hamiltonian cycles. 
Th% paper settles Kotzig’s conjecture on the decomposition of a Cartesian 
product of three cycles into hamiltonian cycles. The cartesian ~mfuc~ G x H of 
graphs G and H is the graph with vertex set V(G) x V(H) and with (xi. y ,) joined 
to (q, y2) whenever X, =~~andy,y,~E(G,)ory,=y~,andx,x,~E(G,).tig.raph 
G is said to be decomposabk into hamiltonian cycles if its edge set can k 
partitioned into hamiltonian cyclts. 
Kotzig has shown [3] that the product of any two eycies is decomposable into 
two hamiltonian-cycles, In this paper we prove that t!, e carteS2-n product of any 
three cycles can be decomposed into three ha,,,. v%nian cycles, and more generally 
that the Cartesian product of 2” 3’ grapk, each decoy qzcable into m hamiltonian 
cycles, can be (decomposed into 2”s”~ hamiltc)niari qcles. We illustrate the 
method of proof by presenting an alte:nate pro& of I Cotzig’s result. 
Throughotit the paper C’$? will denote a cycle of length n. If (3 and H have 
vertex sets {x,, . . , x,) and (y,, , . . , y,,& respectively, WC dmstc the vertices of 
G x H by (vii 1 5 = 1, . . . , n; j r- 1, . . . , m) where l!!,I Lorresponds to Lx,, y, ). Simi- 
larly vertices of F X G :I H will be denr\tc; try qir, or x,, yi, zk >. 
Other definitions and nctstions are as in [Il. 
’ This method of proof wag suggested by C.R.K. (‘hung 2nd 1i.L. (haham. 
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---- BLUE 
Fig. I. 
d~po&om of C3 x C;, C3 x C4, and C,x C., into pairs of hamiltonian cycles. 
Assume that G = C,_, x C, can be decomposed into hi3nriMonian cycles H, and 
Hz,; We show that 5 = CK, x C, can be decomposed into hamiltonian cycles fi, 
and &. 
Let V(G)=(Vij 1 ism -2,jsn) and V(G)z{Qj 1 i G m, j s n}. We can think of 
0 as being ge;lerated from G by breaking the %edges ~l,,,._~,~u~~ iu G, inserting two 
new rows which axe copies of C,, and extending the broken edges to make each 
column a copy of C,,,. HI and H2 can be use,? to induce a coloring on a subset of 
the edges of CT;. If VijUkl is an edge of H1(H2) in G, where {i, k) Z (1, III - 2}, color 
Cijti!&f red (blie). ‘[f U,_,,j vlj is an edge of HI(TZ,), color cadges 6m_2,jBm_l,j and 
U,./Or.j red (blue) and coior vertices 6m-j.j ancl, fimj red (blue) &o. Thus each 
“broken” edge e from G corresponds to three copset;utive dges ei, e2, e3 in a 
column of a; e, and e3 are given the same color, as e, as are the enipoints of e2. 
Next we uAor the edges In and between the;Iast two rows of G (the two new 
rows). Think of the ~&s a~ having theorientation in which Uij precedes Vu+1 (all 
subscripts read nrodulo n). Choose a red vertex tim-_t_j, and let Q,,,-L,k be the next 
redl vertex along the (oriented) cycle. Color the following edges red: 
6 - 6 m-‘.jum- l.jil~ urn-1 j+l w’m--l.j+2, * l . 9 urn-l.k-2um-l,k-1; urn-l.k-lVm,k-1; 
ti m,k--1 6 m.k--27 l - l T u’ 6fi,j. m-j+ I 
(Not: that tE_ le edges just descr&ed form identical paths in rows m - 1 and m 
whicr are connected by a singk verticaJ edge.) Repeat this procedure for all red 
vertims in 333 w p)l - 1. Now use fhe same procedure, with bluz replacing red, for 
411 blue vertir*es 3, _ , ,j which have edge 6 m_l,j~m_-].i+l as yet uncolored. Any edge 
-.til I remaining uncolored has tb:e ‘form ‘ijm_1,j6m,j where both vertices are red 
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Fig. 2. 
(blue); color the edge red (blue) also. Fig. 2 shoN; t w resultz+.nt coloring for a 
specific example. 
The coloring for the two new rows described has the following properties: 
l Each path formed by red (blue) edges has its endpoints at c.orresponding red 
(blue) vertices in rows nr - 1 and m. 
l Each red (blue) vertex is incident with exactly one red (blue) edge in or 
between these two rows. 
The coloring of the remainder of G induced by HI ar d H2 also satisfies the first 
property. Moreover, each red (blue) vertex in row w -- 1 or m is incident with 
exactly one red (blue) edge not in or between the two new rows. Consequently the 
two partial colorings can be patched together to give a partition of the edges of e 
into two colors. The edges of each color form a single cycle that passes through 
each vertex of G, so the colorings represent hamiltonian cycles I?, and nz which 
decompose G. This completes the proof. 
The produd of three cycles 
Theorem 2. C,, x C,, x C, cuM be decomposed into three hamiltonian cycks 
(m, II, Y 23). 
Before proseeding with the proof, we give an in1 uitive description 4 the 
method t(D be used. The proof will be by indu.ction on tl e length of the cycle0 and 
will involve incrementing a cycle length by two. Conseq lently separate arguments 
will be required for each of the four possible combinatkns of parities among m, IL 
and r. 
Suppose G = C,,,_, X Cl, X C, has been deco:nposetl irlto hamiltonian cycles pi,, 
Hz, and k&, colored red, blue, and green, respectively. The vertices of G can be 
viewed as forming a three-dimensixal cube. G = s”.., x C, x cr can he <eneratcd 
Fig. 3. 
These linking paths are constructed so that the following properties are 
sat&&d: 
(i) Each edge on or between the new planes lies on exactly one linking path. 
(ii) Each red vertex is an endpoint of 9 rer! !S&g path, and the only red 
vertices on this path are its e&points @nilarly for blue, green). 
[iii) Each non-red vertex is incident wth exactly two red edges on or between 
these two planes (similarly for blue, green), 
It follows that these linking paths, together with the paths in G induced by the 
coloring of q, form a decomposition of 6 into .‘&ee han$honian cycles. 
We now present a detailed proof, including the methods for constructing the 
linking paths. 
We first show the result holc& when m = n = r = 3. ‘flbe decompositionl of 
CS x C, into two hamiltonian cych:s r&own In Fig. la provides a way to reprlca*;Ient 
(C7, x C3) : : C3 as a two-dimensional fiwe. The cyefe represented by the sotid line 
is u~qi to order the vertjeq;of .C; XC,; the edg:s of the second cycle. are then 
atfdeltf. The resultiq representation is shown in Fig, 4. C3 x C3 x CT3 can be 
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Fig. 4. 
constructed by putting zopies of this representation of C3 x C, in each of three 
columns and drawing a cycle of length three th;_ough the vertices in each of the 
nine rows. Using this representation, Fig. 5 shows three hamiltonian cycles which 
decompose C, X C, X C,. In th,le figure the columrs from left to right corresp<trid to 
z = i, 2, and 3, respectively. 
The result will now be proved for C3 x C, x C,, r odd. Assume that G = 
C+C,xC, -2 can be decomposed into hamillonian cycles I-I,, Hz, and W,, 
colored red, blue, and green respectively, and that this coloring satisfies ProperIy 
la: 
DECOMPOSITION OF C3 W3xC3 
(KEY) 
-RED 
---=-BLUE 
. . . . . . . . GREEN 
Fig. 5. 
, 
RED ;; BLUE 
Fig. 6b. 
Fig. 6b inckat~ Ithe cchring of the edges in the plane z = a and between z = a 
;?.nd t == b. ?k ‘ed& &‘z r l!‘ &S @vln. the same mlo&g & i = a. A& axrow at 
wT~~x &ja is USCX! to indicate the e:dge 5ijaGijt (An arrow in a coloring sigrpi@s that 
*he finking path being &at=ed rqs from z := a to z = b at this point.) 
The iinking paths formed by this coloring of the edges on and between the new 
,. 
. 
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ph~~qs satisfy properties (i)-(iii) above. lt fMows that this coloring, togeTher with 
the coloring induced by HI, Hz, and I&, forms a partition of the edges crf c into 
‘-h;&%@to&n ,cycI&s RI, I!&-, and & which satisfies Property la. Thus C, x C’; x Cr ‘<I 
ti@ b& ‘d&mposed into three hamiltonjan cycles for any r odd (r 2 3). 
The result will next be proved for 63, x C,, x C,, 12, r odd, r a ~12 3. Assume that 
G-== CS = Cn_2 x C, can be decomposed into hamiltonian cycles HI, I-&, and H3, 
4on:d red, blue, and green respectiv;;ly, and that this coloring satisfies Property 
lb: 
property lb. Each edge from y = 1 to y = 2 haq the same color as the correspond- 
ing edge of C, x C, x C, in the decomposition constructed above. 
We show that G = C& C, X C, can be decomposed into three hamiltonian 
cycles colored red, blue, and green, so that this coloring also satisfies Property lb. 
It may be assumed that tz 2 5, so r Z= 5 also. 
c can be constructed fjrom G by inserting two planes ’ y = Q, y == b, each 
containing a copy of C, x C,, between y = 1 and y == 2 in the three-dimensional 
representation of G. As above:, the coloring of G is used to induce a coloring of 
all edges of G except those on OT between the twd new planes and to assign colors 
to the vertices on the new planes. This vertex coloring is shown in Fig. fa for the 
case r = 7. Fig. 7b indicates the coloring of the edges in the planes y = a -and y - 6 
for the case r = 7. Again, an arrilw in a coloring indicates that the edge li=lking the 
corresponding vertices on tl,c two planes should be assigned That color. The 
coloring pattern is similar for any r 2 5. 
The linking paths formed by this coloring satisfy properties (i)-(iii) abovi:. 
Therefore this coloring, togethgzr with the coloring on. the rest of G in.duced by 
WI, Hz, and H3, forms a partition of the edges of c into three hamiltonian cycles 
which satisfies Property lb. ‘Thus C, x C,, x C, can be decomposed into three 
hamiltonian cycles for any r 3 +I a 3, r, n odd. 
Finally the result will be proved for C, x Cn x C,, r, n, m all odd, r 2 n 3 rn 2 3. 
Assume that G = C,_, x C, x (Jr can be decomposed into hamiltoniarr cycles H,, 
PI,, and I&, colored red, bluIz, and green respectively, and that this coloring 
satisffies Property 1 c: 
Prop&y lc. Each edge from x = 1 to x = k, where k is the length of th first 
(shortest) cycle, has the same color as the corresponding edge from x = I to x = 3 
of C3 x C,, X C,. in the decomposition constructed above. 
We show that G = C,,, x C,, x C, cd2 he decomposed into three hamiltgnian 
cycles oolored red, blue, and green, so that this coloring also satisfies Property I C. 
It may be assumed that IIZ 2 5, so r 3 n 3 5. 
43 can be constructed from G by inserting two planes x = a, x = #I, each 
containing a colpy of C, x C,, ai the edge of the cube next to x = III - 2 kc.. 
RED 
6LuE 
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Fig. 7b. 
between x f= 1~ -2 and x = 1) in the three-dimensional representation of G. As 
before, the coloring of G is used to induce 8 coloring of aH edges of (2 except 
those on or between the t+vo new planes and to assign &ors tc t.k v&ties on the 
new planes. This vertex coloring is shown in Fig. 8 for the case r = n = 7. Cohnnns 
2-5 and rows 2-5 represent y planes and z planes added to CS x Cr, x C3 as in the 
previous constructions. Fig. 8 also indicates the coloring of the edges lin and 
ktween the p!anes x = Q and x = h for this case. The pattern is similar whenever 
c r=n>::,, .
To obtain a color big for r = 7, n L= 5, delete columns 3 and 4 from the graplhs in 
Fig. It: and assign the resultant edge between columns 2 and 3 the same miors as 
those between c~Au~nns 2 and 3 in I =y rt - 7 coloring. The pattern is similar to this 
whenever > va 3 5. 
The linking pa&s farmed by tkti coloring satisfy properties (i)-(51) ikbove. 
Th~efore this cokicg, together wjth the coloring on, the rest of G imluccd by 
tr, IJz, and H3, terms a partition CX’ the edges of G into three hamiltontian cycles 
u 1 h Wisk Property I c. Thuf; C,., X c,, 3: cr can be decomposed i!;tto three 
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hamiltonian cycles for any r 2 m 2 n with r, ITI, 17 odd. This completes the pro(;f of 
Case 1, 
The arglmments for the remaining three cases arc similar to those used in Case 1 
and will be omitted here; their proofs may bc obtained from the authrx. 
General results 
?‘heorem:l; 1 and 2 can be t:r.tended to products of 2” 3” graphs where thcw 
Qraphs xe all decomposable into the samt number al’ h:mil~oni;tn c~c.lt~ V+ji fir\1 
state tk following lemma; its prooi IS ~tr.~ightforward. 
and @ indica&s t&ut the gtq$zs being summ+?d are pairwis~! edge disjoint. Let 
G=G,x***xG,. T?@n 
G=@f (G*,jxg* 'X c;m,, ). 
j-f 
ltllreorlem 4. If G,, G::, an{ G.? are each decomposuble inta m htMlt~ni~n cycles, 
then Ci = G1 x G2 x G, is decomposable into 3m hamiltonian cycles. 
The result follows from Lemma 1 and Thcor~m 2. *,;I. i 
’ ” Tlmrem!L LetG,,... , G,, with ,n = 2a3b, bt! gr!zphs each of which. is decompsa- 
bk into m hamiltonian cycles. Xkerz G = G, x ., l * x G, can be decomposed into 
2” 3’rn ht2miltonian cycles. . 
The rWrlt folbws from Theorems l-4. 
C-j f. The puduct of any 2a3b cycles is decomposable into 2” 3b hamiltonian 
cycles. 
Kotzig f3] has conjectured that Theorem j if; true .?or all l(ralues of n and has 
shown that it is sufficient o prove the resu!c for till primes. A summary of known 
results or1 harniltonian decompositl;ons of gaphs, as well a: a nmlbcr of unsettled 
conjecWers, can be found in [2]. 
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